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Dear fellow magic enthusiast, 
Would you like to master Professor Sirius De’Lusion’s astonishing principle that allows you 
to levitate borrowed beer bottles, glasses and almost any object of similar size and weight? 
If the answer is YES, then read this newsletter carefully as the SECRET IS REVEALED for 

the VERY FIRST TIME.


MIND OVER MATTER has been demonstrated and ‘proven’ throughout history by priests, 
magicians and psychics for centuries. Please keep in mind that what follows is quite 
possibly the only opportunity you will EVER have to gain the SECRET OF LEVITATION and 
do what was once only a dream. What is this principle called?
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Levitation 
Revealed! 

 
LEARN THE SECRET 
TO FLOATING STUFF

SUSPEND 
LIT CANDLES 

FLOAT CLEAR 
WATER BOTTLES 

POWER-LEV+ 
The Power-Levitation 

Principle in action! 
Levitate 2 Liter Bottles.

SECRET OF LEVITATION 
REVEALED!

LEVITATE A 
BORROWED BEER 
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The POWER-LEVITATION Principle 
In the past, people have offered $1000's of dollars to obtain the secret knowledge from those who 
knew the principle of levitation and only a few initiates were permitted to learn. There is one and only 
one way to learn this principle and do so effectively. That is to obtain the knowledge from one who 
has already mastered it. 

Even if you have never practiced magic before and have no previous experience with demonstrating 
such powers, I guarantee that with my expert instruction you will be able to MASTER the power of 
LEVITATION and float objects JUST LIKE ME!  For those wishing to explore the unknown and 
journey further into the world of magic, what better way is there to start?  This may be your first 
powerful step. 

With the secret POWER-LEVITATION principle, no one will have the slightest idea that it is this that 
allows you to possess the fantastic power of mid-air suspension because you will be using it ... 
SECRETLY! With The POWER-LEVITATION Principle: 

• You'll be prepared to float objects at any and all times (with 100% reliability)  
• If you want to levitate a FULL bottle of wine, you can do it.  
• If you want to float a CLEAR GLASS of water, you can do it.  
• If you would like the admiration of someone who has been ignoring you until now, you can do 

that too!  Imagine levitating a lady’s borrowed beer bottle ... right between HER hands! 

However, before I agree to teach you this awesome power, I ask you agree to follow a few requests:  

• Never use The POWER-LEVITATION Principle to merely FOOL with people.  
• Never talk to anyone about the secret POWER-LEVITATION Principle and the astonishing 

exploits it allows you to accomplish.  
• Never treat your new power lightly or reveal the SECRET OF LEVITATION to anyone.  

This once-in-a-lifetime offer includes the secret POWER-LEV+ magical device plus a comprehensive 
25 page instructional manual entitled POWER-LEV+ The Power-Levitation Principle written by 
Professor De’Lusion himself. Buy now for only $99.97 USD. 

BONUS: If you order today, I will include a practical way of demonstrating additional PSYCHO-
KINETIC powers, called PK Matches. 

Order NOW so there is no chance of you misplacing this offer. Remember, you will not merely learn 
HOW to make objects levitate, you will be able to DO IT YOURSELF,  anytime! 

Prepare to be amazing with POWER-LEV+ today. Buy yours now at DeLusionMagical.com.
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https://www.delusionmagical.com/product-page/power-lev
https://www.delusionmagical.com/product-page/power-lev

